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Featured Poet

KATHLEEN DALE
First-Place Winner of the 2021 Women’s Contest
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How did you discover poetry?
I was born in a small farming community in south-central Kansas.
We had no books of poetry at home. I don’t think I read any poetry
as a child, except perhaps the words to the hymns we sang at church.
I didn’t really “discover” poetry until my freshman year at college,
when I took a course in 19th century American poetry. I was
mesmerized by Whitman’s and Dickinson’s rhythms. As a pianist, I
recognized the music of it immediately. I had given up the piano
upon entering college, but poetry provided a wonderful alternative:
it had music, it had original, sensuous images, it raised questions
which I thought no one else had ever asked, and it did not answer
them with anything close to finality or dogma.
When my teacher one day read aloud “Out of the Cradle Endlessly
Rocking,” he told me later that a bomb could have gone off in the
back of the classroom and I wouldn’t have noticed. He was right.
How did your career plans change after you discovered poetry?
I was a first-generation college student in 1963, majoring in what I
thought would be medicine. But, frustrated by the need for
absolutism in my first science course, I turned to reading and then
writing poetry which, ever since, has led me through many of life’s
hard questions, including grief.
There were no creative writing majors in the early 60s, so I majored
in English, the next best thing. I eventually earned an M.A. in
English at the University of Michigan and Ph.D. in modern
American poetry.
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Would you mind sharing about how grief influenced your work?
I had a sister who was nine years older than I. She was more like a
mother to me than my own mother was. She died overnight in the
polio epidemic of 1952 when she was 16 and I was 7.
There was no grief counseling or therapy in those days. So where
did all that grief go? First, it spoke through my own body—chronic
insomnia, migraine, irritable bowel syndrome. Then, when I was in
my first year of college, I wrote a poem about her death, which
would turn out to be the first of many. I turned that horrible
experience one way, then another; I put it into the Persephone/
Demeter/Baubo myth; I unleashed all my sorrow and anger and
betrayal. The physical symptoms disappeared.
Gradually, over a period of decades, poetry led me through all the
grief, fear of loss, and sense of betrayal I had felt to a place which
feels okay. That was not all I wrote about during those times, of
course. However, there are artists who paint or draw the same thing
over and over to learn or to realize something new.
Poetry also helped me through the suicide of my best friend, also a
poet, in our 50s. You can see some of my grappling with the sadness
of the world in recent poems like “Hunger and Mercy,” “A Question
of Art,” and in the older “The Only Children of Single-Parent Gods.”
Are there any poets or writers who have had a special influence on
your work?
I buy a lot of poetry books. I gravitate toward poets who are
sensuous in their imagery, who use mythology or contemporary
scientific references, those who are interested in the mysteries of
space/time or the mysteries of everyday life, and/or who are angry.
13
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Until my mid-twenties, “women’s poetry” was a lesser thing—a
thing to be despised, with certain exceptions—until the work of
“confessional” poets Anne Sexton and Sylvia Plath, two decades my
senior, but whose poetry I taught as an undergraduate teaching
assistant, and whose poetry, along with that of such poets as Robin
Morgan, Sharon Olds, Louise Glück, and Maxine Kumin burst upon
the scene and propelled me into a burst of my own writing.
I was a founding member of Milwaukee’s Feminist Writers’ Guild,
which met mainly at my home where we shared and workshopped
copies of our poems. Today, it is wonderful to read the many women
poets writing and being published all over the world.
What advice do you have for emerging poets?
Read. Read poetry. Read contemporary poetry. Read the poets you
like. Buy their books. Subscribe to the various “poem a day”
websites out there.
Poetic styles change. The poetry I wrote in the 90s is much
different—less personal—than the poems I write today and, for that
reason, is interesting to revisit and to revise. Some beginning poets
write like poets in the Romantic era because that’s the poetry they
read and liked in high school. Some poets have read no poetry since
and are relieved to know they can instead write in their own voice
and, unless they want to, they do not have to use rhyme and meter.
Then we can begin to consider other things: imagery, the units of the
line and stanza, order and syntax, how to avoid cliché, and how not
to answer your own questions. I refer to Jane Hirshfield’s wonderful
book Ten Windows: How Great Poems Transform the World. It is
not an easy read, but to me, an essential one for any dedicated poet.
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Would you speak more about your mentorship of other poets?
I will forever be grateful to the woman who, after one of my poetry
readings, asked if I would look at her poetry and give her advice, for
which she would pay. Soon, others asked me to do the same or
referred me to other isolated poets. I eventually developed a website
that attracted writers from across the U.S. and abroad.
For more information about how I work, please see my website at
kathleenanndale.com.
Would you tell us more about the process behind your poems?
“At Seventy” was an ode to my great pleasure at learning to dive off
a diving board when I was in my sixties. I included the older poem
“directions for playing” because it is also about the pleasures and
problems of learning to swim laps in my fifties. Because of the polio
epidemic when I was a child, I never learned to swim until, because
I wanted it so much, I decided to take lessons in middle age. So
many things became connected as I wrote about learning to
smoothly swim a lap: the legato of piano playing, poetry writing,
creating smoothness in a marriage.
“She Watches Her Hands” began as a kind of out-of-the-body
experience when I just noticed the movements of my hands one
night before sleep and realized how independent they really are from
me: how much unappreciated magic they perform every day.
I revise my poems many, many times, which is the part of writing I
enjoy most. I agree with the comment paraphrased by many poets,
including W.H. Auden: “A poem is never finished, just abandoned.”
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Kathleen Dale

At Seventy

At seventy, the thing she wanted
to learn was to dive:
to tuck her chin to her chest, between
her outstretched arms and to fall
headfirst toward the bottom she had both
feared and yearned for since she had
first seen water—the still pool
untouched, unrippled, heavy with meaning
and promise: to feel its cool caress, hear
the bubbles of breath leave her body, see
the illusion of being enclosed utterly by blue;
to know that she could aim her body down,
then up, and it would joyously comply,
her remaining breath buoying her up, up,
up to break the surface of the old familiar
world as if rising from sleep; it was something
like flying, she thought, something like
taking off from one medium and trying on
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another, shedding one set of rules for a second:
one which both frightened and enthralled,
a kind of life to which she had always been born,
on the edge of which she has been forever poised.

First place in the 2021 Women’s Poetry Contest.
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Kathleen Dale

Hunger and Mercy
2020
We must have mercy on the crow that invades a nest of sparrows,
nips off a head, then flies back for more.
The crow is hungry. It is natural.
Deliver us from our enemies.
We must remember to have mercy on the hawk who gladly
gulps down a whole nest of crows.
The hawk is hungry. She was made that way.
Give us this day our daily bread.
But what of those with a mere appetite for veal—
culled from its mother, slaughtered, renamed?
This is my body; remember me.
What of those who snatch hungry nurslings from breasts
at our borders? Have they no mercy?
They know not what they do.
All shot through with the same stardust, we seem to be terrifying
mysteries: black holes of craving and fear.
Forgive us our trespasses.
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And the virus without a mouth that stops the breath of a child?
Is it, too, hungry? It knows nothing. Nothing of mercy.
May we make art out of sorrow.
A grey, black, and rust milk snake slips silent into a house
of wrens.
The surviving parents flee to a high branch, keening,
though to us it sounds just like song.
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Kathleen Dale

The Only Children of Single-Parent Gods
2005
The only children of single-parent gods,
like preachers’ kids, must rebel.
Persephone runs away with her underground
lover, bad boy with beautiful hands
who catches her and leans her back
over his Harley. Eating his seed,
she reigns, six months a biker queen,
while her Great Mother tries to call,
leaves squawking voicemails, desperate
to tell her everything she’d meant to but hadn’t:
when you clean the tub, don’t mix chlorine
with other chemicals; never use Vaseline
to remove mascara; you don’t have to smile
and be nice to strange men.
The daughter can’t hear, doesn’t care,
but nods her precious head, turns to the scruff,
the black boots, licks the ripe pulp
running down his chin.
The Son of God, that mild boy know-it-all,
rejects his Father’s xenophobia, balks
at the family business, doesn’t apply to college,
join the army, marry, or supply
grandchildren (is he gay?): instead
becomes un médicin sans frontières,
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is tortured as an example far from home
while the Father, also on the phone,
networks, tries to pull strings, call in
markers, says it’s a goddamned lie
He ever sent him down there.
At the end daughter and son cry out
for their parent deities, but even if
they were heard, even if they could be
resurrected, their folks cannot save
that which they wish them to save.
Mother turns her back on summer, curls into
yellowed leaves and weeps; Father slams his fist
through Heaven’s darkening wall, starts another war.
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Kathleen Dale

directions for playing
2011
life should be lived legato and
rock climbing sure as hell better
be legato for there is danger
leaving the ground on your own and
swimming is legato only because of
water which is very legato but not so much
as smooth crystal-linked ice or as staccato
as rain beginning to pelt your head
learning anything
including how to be married is staccato at first though
the goal is legato but that takes practice which hopefully
will stitch together the staccatos and draw
them tight to the point where the strokes
are not even seen beneath the surface or
in the seam
there are those who stumble
up the stairs to enlightenment young and never
look down and those who take to water as babes and can’t
remember when they knew anything but
legato
the woman in the lane next to me with her smooth
enjambment between laps surely is one who started swimming
when wet behind the ears long after polio left its jagged blip on
the surface of some historical pool but for me learning
has been a life of sitting anxious on the edge and wanting it
enough to be willing to die if needs be while slapping
together staccatos hit or miss mostly not
22
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getting it right rising and indeed plunging but not
in a good way though my crawl finally cobbled
together a compromise of air and water that
has got me eventually to the end
and in the end
perhaps it’s not anything we do ourselves to connect
just life sooner or later tired of expressing as separate
particles rising then falling back effortlessly into waves
like that magician’s trick of stuffing scarf after scarf into a
fist then smiling and teasing out a billow of graceful, knotted silk
or faceless paper dolls with just the tiniest point of join
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Kathleen Dale

She Watches Her Hands
2019–2020
She watches them minister to each other
before she sleeps, one rubbing lotion
into the scar on the back of the other
at the end of the day before arranging themselves
at her side or folding as one in Namaste
between her thighs or under the pillow.
In my dream they gossip, embolden each other,
perhaps through their tiny ganglia,
whisper to themselves like joyful children
who have not yet conceived of otherness.
In some alien magnitude of wilderness
about which she knows nothing, they rehearse
tomorrow’s C# arpeggio over and over
without complaint; practice catching the water glass
that will next day fall out of the cupboard, together
cupping it—just as a baseball catcher’s hands frame strikes—
the second before it would have shattered across the floor.
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Sue Budin

Delicate Things

Not fragile
like the fluted glass or
a sickly child,
but what endures,
perhaps with some brokenness
or early sorrow.
In a nest of twigs
a clutch of eggs
balances precariously.
Shells crack. Tiny beaks beseech.
Intricacies of lace, threaded,
knotted, woven, tied
together, a resolute symmetry.
Despite these elegant constructions,
damage happens, then repair,
and then a quick demise
or slow dwindling.
A moth’s wing shatters
in the flame.
An old dog’s leg bends
and cannot straighten.
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And my heart that fits
so neatly on my nest of ribs
continues to beat, like the wings
of sparrows, fluttering in flight,
then, at rest.
Unlike the agile acrobat,
I will not tether myself
to a high wire when there is
the sure risk of falling
when even on solid ground,
blood pumping, there is always
that pause between breaths,
when the heart, my heart
stops
then carries on.

Second place in the 2021 Women’s Poetry Contest.
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Rebecca Brock

Bones

My shoulder popped hard last night
when I turned over in bed,
the noise of it a solid sound
reverberating…
and my ankles on the stairs
in the early morning
should wake the children.
My bones seem to be
pronouncing their existence,
their hard tack
beneath my surface of soft—
I feel more and more the absence
of wings
either that I had them
once, but more like I can feel exactly
where they might sprout
or bud,
blossom or grow—
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I think it would hurt
and people would stare
but I marvel anyway
to feel the push of these bones
against this casing of skin.

Honorable mention in the 2021 Women’s Poetry Contest.
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Peggy Landsman

Still Life with Onions

Van Gogh ate his paint
worked quickly
and died
he was so sloppy
so hungry
he couldn’t wait to free his palette
cover his canvases thick
he couldn’t wait for chrome-yellow love
infinite night-sky blue
to dry
he had to lick his light fresh.
as I cut onions into chunks—
never delicate, translucent slices
coming down hard at irregular angles
gouging the board
mixing wood splinters in
I think about the unusual way
I’m told I have with a knife.
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I bet Vincent tore into his bread
left his teeth marks in wedges of cheese
completely neglected on countless occasions
to clean up after himself.
and what’s wrong with big chunks of onion?
the savage charge of having to eat?
eyes burning, tears streaming
I see through it all—
the last temptation of light.

Honorable mention in the 2021 Women’s Poetry Contest.
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Karen Poppy

The Embers of Our Secrets

Knowledge casts down like vines.
Drops like apples. Hisses its fire
Like the snake’s forked red tongue.
Our history: complicit, silent burning.
Then we’re gone, dead and unread.
Parchment crumbled, curled to ash.
Still we have to believe each moment
Outlasts us. An invisible iridescence.
A charged trace in every silence.
Unseen stars in this deteriorating Eden.
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Isabelle Florentine

We’ll inherit this someday

Steep staircase to a basement
I never pictured beige.
Your old bedroom
in this old house;
in it, the chimney.
You’ve told me you love it
through hatred of
your mom’s paint job in the kitchen.
We’ve gotten rid of most the blues,
some splats still living on the creases. But
mistakes happen, like black carpets
and powder green walls. Such a choice
for a ten-year-old (I’ll never be that supportive).
And for all your clutter,
you know, the scattered tools and memorabilia
and lemon trees you won’t get rid of, “they’ll grow lemons
someday,” is what you say.
You show such ’50s optimism.
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Cheryl Sadowski

Tenants

Canal
It’s raining inside our bedroom.
Water pools in the windowsill and sluices down the wall
like long wet fingers. With flashlights, we investigate.
The storm windows will need to be fixed. There is no
turning back. We are homeowners
now,
you and I.
Agora
Hundreds of ruby-mantled beetles huddle under hot lamplight.
Prickly neighborhood ladies, they cling to the sandstone facade
with their spindly legs, gossiping over our character and intentions.
All month they assemble ‘til one morning
they vanish, leaving
no trace
of their ritual.
Tenement
From the depths of the garage, the cable guy carries an ancient
honeycomb.
It’s big as a large screen TV. I imagine bees in the attic and bees
in the walls, perturbed by the sounds of our shuffling, murmurs,
lovemaking. I’m willing to compromise
on hours, hoping never to hear
the buzz
of a thousand wings.
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Archaeology
My trowel hits metal, I unearth a horseshoe.
Our house stands near a hundred-year-old farm,
where cows and horses once grazed. They say it’s good luck
to nail a horseshoe on the wall, U-side up. I prefer to return
the past to the past. I toss the relic into the hole
and plant a constellation
of purple pansies.
Subway
Autumnal light spreads like a map across the kitchen cabinets.
We drink wine and make angel hair pasta. Outside, spiders spin
diaphanous tunnels in eaves and tree branches. A tangerine vixen
with a white-tipped tail watches a grumpy groundhog
trundle to his subterranean network.
Everywhere the low,
slow rumble
of life.
Canopy
Evergreen and oak enjoin with black cherry in a leafy theater.
Acorns drop to the porch, bounce from the boards, and roll
to the ground. They fall like years passing. A pair of squirrels
enjoys the buffet. Groundhog and fox are late-risers.
They do not complain
about the quality
of leftovers.
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Airport
Nuthatches, chickadees, finches take turns at the feeder.
Overhead passes the sleight shadow of hawk wings, Coopers
and red-tail. Their flight patterns are invisible to the human eye.
One hawk glides to a landing upon the rail, glass-eyed,
proud-breasted. Birdsong and raptor calls
mark the hours
of our day.
Siren
Wind whips through the grove like a wild harpy.
The cats watch, wide-eyed, while rain pelts the windowpane.
On such nights
we make our own drama: a wood fire. Later the storm dissolves,
leaving air perfumed by wet clay. It is bone quiet.
Embers fall with the hush
of a slippered foot.
Dwelling
Do you remember when it used to rain inside our bedroom?
Twenty-one years, eighty-four seasons. We do not inhabit
the house; it inhabits us. Beetle, branch, acorn, fur.
Web, whisker, wing. Outside, inside
nothing is ours. Water, wind,
star, sun. We are
mere tenants.
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Agnieszka Filipek

Swan

I rub out the sun with an eraser
glue stars onto the sky
cut out the moon from a National Geographic
I arrange lamps
on empty streets
lighting one at your favorite bench
Fallen leaves
rustle under my boots
collected by the wind
A swan swims in the city fountain
I don’t know what he’s doing here
alone at night
He’s nestling his head in feathers
tucking himself
underneath his wings
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Agnieszka Filipek

Clementine

find me in the orange garden
help my lonely heart to ripen
pick me down ready to eat
make my happiness complete
peel me from my orange skin
until I’m young and smooth again
take each layer off carefully
leave me fresh and wrinkle free
cover me with morning dew
so I’ll taste honey sweet for you
divide me into equal pieces
not with a knife but your caresses
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Bharti Bansal

Alternate methods of sexting
after Caitlin Conlon
Tell them that you love stars, and fishes and cats. Tell them how
hospitals with aquariums still make you wonder your place in the
universe and theirs. Tell them about your favorite lines of poetry and
recite them like prayers to your lover. Dedicate poetry, write for
them too and make them believe in the beauty of bulle shah, faiz,
gulzar. Read. Read from the books that changed you. Sometimes
send them the photos of street dogs wagging their tails at you, cats
crossing roads, and parrots you see in the locality. Send them the
pictures of setting sun and budding flowers. Remind them of the
beauty of an ever-changing world. Visit them in the hostels and wave
at them the first time you see them walking out. Send songs that
remind them of you. Ghazals which speak to you in their voice,
which remind you of the way they yawn, or their eyes twinkle on
looking at the morning sun, or their tired feet rest on bed after a long
day at work. Love them in the ordinary ways, average man’s way.
And tell them how aquariums in hospitals are out of place, how blue
stars are the hottest, and how blue fishes remind you of stars, how
everything is connected, even your lover’s smile and this universe,
rolling every time your lover laughs.
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Matthew Sisson

Come into the Sunny

Angela, beloved, come directly.
Evenings, flowering gardens haunt,
inevitably jeopardizing kisses.
Lovers must never obfuscate!
Please! Quickly resolve such terrible
uncertainties, vestal, with youthful,
exultant zeal!
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Bryan Edward Helton

An Evening Walk

Come out of doors. Then the crack
and scrape of feet on gravel.
The first stars and last light
of the first hot Spring evening.
The sun’s fire
falls over earth’s edge. Watch
the vanishing rearguard of light.
Black sky is mother of the soft wind.
Dandelions look sideways and eye me.
I’m looking up. Hear
the constellations hatch.
The trees are altered into silhouette.
Rocks stones pebbles ask nothing.
They dream dully of immortality
and the rewards that await a ghost.
Hot flesh is the father
of distant howls.
The pack shuffling
thumping the forest leaves. The
steady beat of blood.
My feet are on the pavement now.
41
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I cannot hear
beyond the sound of my steps.
I cannot count the infinite cruxes
of consciousness around me,
the multitude of dreamers
hacking through the jungle
of a blind existence.
Headlights come around the bend,
pass as fast as twin falling stars.
As impossible to be as to not be
alone.
Frogs talk a green joviality
and punctuate their heavy laughter
by leaping into the dark.
Cicadas raise their atavistic song.
And then
all this seething
surging life is caught,
becomes small, is a jewel spinning
and shining, a pleasant gleam
in the palm of some obscure
perpetually hidden being.
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Bill Howell

Wish Fish
It had become a glimmering girl…
—W.B. Yeats, The Song of the Wandering Aengus
One of those windless August nights
when the local wolves decide to serenade the moon
instead of blaming it, and the whales join in.
How long the song goes on.
Then swish,
the mermaid wish becomes anything we hope we need
or want.
And granted, I’m only letting on everything
between kite tails & live bait.
And by now you’re busy
explaining you chose to emerge off Nova Scotia
because you didn’t want to make too much of a splash.
We stop talking, start playing either end of our line—
alertly reeling it in or gently running it out
but maintaining firm rod control no matter who or what
might end up overboard first.
Finally, who can ever handle
the ambidextrous exceptions between fins & feathers
or scales & tails?
Lifting, adrift, afloat & gone again
in the ocean of our own music, suddenly just us.
Then this lovely silver longing barely moving
just for a moment in the moonlight.
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Robin Helweg-Larsen

Our Island Town in the Early Morning

Before the sun is up, the people are.
Fishermen have gone out, for noon’s fierce light
Will punish them, and their desires are slight:
To sell their catch, drink cold beer by a bar.
The workers hitch rides with some early car
That will go fairly near their building site.
Women prep kids’ meals, feeling it’s not right
To have to leave to clean some tourist spa.
Only the unemployed and office staff
Still sleep while roosters crow and seagulls laugh,
And the light rising in its eastern glow
Shows Harbour houses in a double row,
One on the Cay, the other upside down
Painted on windless glass, a mirror town.

Previously published in The HyperTexts.
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Alinda Dickinson Wasner

Both Our Hearts Crossways

Lying crosswise on the bed,
your head hanging over one edge
and mine the other,
the sky outside
an upside-down lake,
and somewhere a lawn mower
imitating a motorboat,
we float here awhile
as if we have soared into another world.
Which in a way we have, I suppose—
you in the book spread open across your heart
and me thinking of those paintings
in the Louvre of Flying Lovers,
a light breeze shifting the curtains,
the harsh words we said an hour ago
lifting and levitating like dust motes
in the slant of sun.
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Christian Paulisich

Aubade

If we could fit our love between the bricks
and stones, they’d hold our secrets, no? Your chin,
its scruff along my neck in bed,
our curtains drawn like arrows crossed, the twitch
of candlewick beside your watch, we watch
the light come forth. You sigh. I laugh until
my eyes meet yours, soft, like the time I first
glimpsed earth—the firs, the pines—you’re mine.
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Brenda Kay Ledford

Haiku

first day of summer
tiger lilies sprinkle banks
white-tailed deer loping
layers of mountains
fog lifting from Lake Chatuge,
two mourning doves coo
hiking the woodlands
a fingerprint stamped on skies
the moon glows at day
a summer night show
fireflies flickering their lamps
an owl resounding
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Betty Naegele Gundred

Marmalade on Toast

is my morning ritual
handwrought by doughy hands,
the sourdough seeded
with pumpkin, sunflower, and flax,
fiber to face the grit of each day
and the spread, a soft gel of orange,
to sweeten the bitterness of headline news
infused with sunshine enough to brighten
the darkest of days,
strands of orange rind swim within
sliced with patient precision—
a tart reminder that life is bittersweet.
I look over at my husband,
his a raspberry grin,
as he takes my hand and squeezes,
slightly sticky with jam,
content with our constancy
and the sweet glue of our lives.
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Jeanne Julian

Trust
on “The thought of you . . . your trust for me,” mixed
media, by Amy Friend
I perch, so willingly, your little sparrow
within the confines of your love, narrow
as the space between two slender grasses,
aware that should I fly, what passes
for a gentle swathing with a scarlet silken thread
would squeeze me, like a noose, until I’m dead.
We both admire how craftily
you wove the merry garland all around me,
binding my wings and looping round my beak.
If I dare to open it, to speak,
the loop will tug, tighten in a choke,
reminder of how expertly I’m yoked.
If hope’s a thing with feathers in the soul
that watches for escape, a loophole,
then my wild will is delicately caged
behind my steady amber gaze
that silently implores, “As test of trust,
you must loosen this. You must.”
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Laurie Kuntz

I Am Having an Affair with the World,

but now I know all illicit love ends
badly and in anger despite the beauty
seen in the coleus grown from a cutting
no bigger than my thumb,
or in the red and yellows of a sunset spilling
its leftover hues into the sea’s horizon,
a backdrop to the alley cat’s call colliding with night.
I know these short-term loves will end,
and I will be picking up the debris
of petals and paws and feathers left
by the sparrow who perched on my sill
for a moment, leaving me enamored
by its striped breasted fluff,
but when I was about to reach,
it trilled, then flew away.
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Darrell Petska

Late Snow

Sunshine layered on the sidewalk,
diamonds pendent from the pussy willow,
crystal runnels flushing the gutters—
spring once more shows the way:
how tiny crocuses thrust aside earth,
slender grasses resurrecting.
Still, the craggy teeth of our rock walls,
the erupting patio stones we trip on,
that list of fixes last fall’s snow
and indolence put off till later
have no agency but ours to blame.
Spring’s melt-and-shine sets to right
time’s penchant for chaos and decay,
but late snows uncover us:
if only the garden store would sell
the means to mend our ways.
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Bill Howell

Later Than Us

Enormous shadow flakes sift past
streetlight indifference, adding us up.
Having been fallen out of love with,
we round out the edges, sinking
into now. If we were snow, we’d go
softer & slower. And just get the drift.
If absence can be inconspicuous,
silence is its willing accomplice.
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M.G. Herrmann

Story’s Light

Maybe one more time my hands can rake
the forest of your auburn curls and take
their time to gently smooth across your brow,
and eyelids, too, if moments still allow.
Maybe as the sands of time still pass
their fateful falling through the hourglass,
a few more timeless moments I might live
to feel what new contentment life can give.
As dawn so gently lights the mountain side,
becoming every brightness far and wide,
you stepped into my life with barest touch
revealing in the heart of me so much.
We are no fools to hope that love won’t end,
but if this daylight shines it’s ours to spend,
and breathing in the easiness of now
holds all the fullness living can allow.
So, one more time I’ll wait each when and where
to turn again and see you standing there.
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Grace Massey

Wild Asters

I’ll put anything in a vase—hydrangeas brittle
as parchment, wild asters limp as weeds,
roses dropping their worn-out petals across the kitchen floor.
You laughed as I trimmed the stems, ripped away
yellowed leaves. You were with me—
dim autumn light, the last of the apples—
when I thought I could make even dying things
return to life. And I thought of you today
as I arranged purple loosestrife in a chipped pitcher,
how I cheated the first frost,
how we can’t save what doesn’t want saving,
how I saved a few last flowers
but couldn’t save you.
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Mary Paulson

Armed

We lie in bed listening to Channel 2 News
herald war like the arrival of an angel. I’m over-alert
a shallow bed of hopped-up nerves as
a soft-bodied dread seeps into the neighborhood
via phone line antenna digital
cable tunneling
underground invading even the water supply. I share
with you my theory about a world conspiring
the implosion
of this apartment with us at the center.
I’m spiraling in a wormhole of panic
and could you please talk to me.
Overseas bombs light the sky with fire.
Your unresponsiveness is mindnumbing; your apathy,
a steel-plated slap in the face.
I turn towards you and see your chin
stuck out, jaw locked against me.
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It’s a dulled slow-motion
realization, as if I’ve been seeing through
the myopic eye of a telescope from very
far away. It’s a mean jolt
to find you’re already armed.
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John Dorroh

Snow Drifts

Inside my house, on my foundation,
there are Baptist children
wondering what happened,
why their prayers were never answered.
The windowpane
in my bedroom is a solid sheet
of ice. I hope it doesn’t shatter
during the night. My prayers
are always answered
in unexpected ways.
Snowflakes have fused themselves
together in swirling aurorae,
curtains of cold bone shards,
micro-graded, pasteurized,
glass eyes rolling off the dresser
into cupped hands.
I am needy and eating snow
with my mouth wide open,
pushing drifts into the back
of my throat where my mama lives.
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Laura Ann Reed

A Rattling of Broken Bells

What was it my mother wanted, hated me
for not giving her? She willed me
all her artwork, including that lithograph
she made of me naked, fifteen.
I watched her make the sketch,
no love in her eyes.
There was nothing of myself
I recognized in that misshapen face,
that distorted form reclining on a couch.
I tried to hide my pain when she showed me
the finished lithograph.
I recall her irritation when I failed to praise it.
I remember she said nothing
when I began to cry.
When she died, I shrouded
the lithograph in brown paper
and bound it with heavy twine.
Later, I gave it to a woman moving
out of town. After this, I knew
my mother could hurt me no further—
though no matter how I wish it weren’t,
this too is pain.
Previously published by The Dillydoun Review.
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Sarah Dinan

Something Like Love

I think they were very much in love
My mother and her anger
She seemed steeped in bitterness
I know not from where
But she must have loved this ire
She held it so tightly
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Miles David Moore

Ozymandias Wins

Two vast and trunkless legs of stone. That was
Always the goal: to be the last legs standing.
The planet died of Ozymandias,
All nations pulverized at his demanding.
Mothers and children screaming as they died
Affirmed his strength with every blood-choked cry;
To sons and fathers forced to take his side
He kept his promise that they all would die
As warriors for his glory. In the sand
The disembodied head surveys its prize,
Its lone and level empire. Cold command
Is carved for good in its eternal eyes.
Scarred, inert, the face of power endures.
You must destroy the world to make it yours.
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Ron Lauderbach

Lunch With a Friend

Three sparrows glean the concrete floor
under the table next to us. A woman strolls by
with a newborn or doll bound with a
Children’s Hospital blanket to her chest and
asks for help. We watch a girl jump off a bus
and race into the restaurant and listen to the
manager warn her if she is late one more time
she will be fired. A young couple peruse the
menu posted at the entrance, shake their
heads and walk away. A busser has a hole as
big as a quarter in the sole of his sneaker. A
mother with two kids checks her wallet
before allowing them to order dessert.
There’s a 3% surcharge but nobody’s wages
have changed. We eat our food as we discuss
line breaks, caesuras, and forms. We argue
over almost everything but finally agree we
both love our money.
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Lucas Smith

The Ghost of Robinson, Carmel

Nothing is particularly wrong with upmarket
boutiques, and elegant dining out of the wind,
looking over clam chowder at almost parquet
whitecap chop, thinking that you have not sinned
for several days so why not enjoy Handel’s In
the Beginning guilt-free, jutting out of opulence;
insolent rock of Oona’s tower, the sea now molten,
perverse to moderns, nature’s God par excellence.
Your spoon hangs; the waiter backs in, wearing
Jeffer’s face, his hawk-face stone-faced, guardian
of the shore, saying there was a time before oceans.
Chowder drips. Yes, you had several days without sin.
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Nathaniel Calhoun

Icehouse

In Mountain View I met some wealthy types
who put their fortunes to a dark pursuit.
Upon their deaths they will be hooked to pipes
and chilled to minus five for their commute.
The basic package only saves the head.
The platinum package keeps the body, too,
which offers better real estate instead
of filling crowded racks like display shoes.
They sport a special wearable device
that calls a helicopter when they’re hurt
to scoop their parts and then to roll the dice
to see if all their damage will revert.
I worry that the permanence they buy
will make their essence wish that it could die.
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Randel McCraw Helms

First Life Is Too Short, Then It’s Too Long

What pleasures would you now forgo
To have another year or so
Parked before an old TV
In Twilight Manor by the Sea?
When do you start to estimate
How many years before too late
To get to where you want to go
And do the things you want to do?
When is the pain of dying less
Than the pain of living on?
When shifts the prayer from “Give, and bless”
To “God, let me be gone”?
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JBMulligan

exit, pursued

The cancer shrinks but doesn’t go away.
I measure out my life in day-by-day,
aware that there is not much left to say
and small desire to stay.
The world of meat is less and less to me.
There isn’t much to spirituality.
The mind is smoke; the fire is brevity.
I’ve had longevity
enough to know that I can bear to die
without a soul’s thin tendrils’ grip of sky,
without a stony certainty as to why
I blossomed here as “I.”
Is there a God? The Bible says it’s so,
and says “believe.” I do, but I don’t know
the nature of that magic beast, although
I doubt that it will show
a shining shape resembling me or you.
Whatever’s there resides, and there is true
despite the spirit’s fumble and fuss to view,
is all an eye can do.
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Sarah Ferris

A Bell Awakened

Some days I feel like ancient porcelain—fragile and
lovely on its shelf, away
from curious hands, playful
cats. Other days I am a hammer that shatters. On those days
I have to redefine this future of aging, loss of
family to illness and death, loss of friends to time,
my appearance to gravity. Then, I have to put myself
back together, find each piece and nestle it to its mate
so the break doesn’t show. I’m tired of being fragile.
What I want
is to be a bronze bell and,
from the foundry of my being, ring my own clapper. Yes,
I want to be a bell, resonant, and call up my strength,
call upon a mystery, call the part of me that knows I can.
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Bill Richardson

Silk Weaving
for my son
A flimsy, durable thing,
the spider’s web clings hidden to the wicker chair
that’s stood for months resisting rain and wind,
settled in a shady corner of the garden.
A sudden burst of winter sun,
and I place it in the center of the lawn.
I feel the wash of warmth,
imbibe the freshness of the air,
stillness of mid-morning frost,
sweet chattering of birds.
I brush aside the web that’s hanging from the arm,
seeing too late the artisan moving through her maze.
Even if I’d wanted to, would I have done differently?
Should I now regret destruction of the woven silk,
symmetrically designed, artfully composed?
Did something in the spider’s early life
prepare her for this casual apocalypse?
Did parents ever warn her of the peril?
Or did they just conclude that risk’s inherent to arachnid life
—best allow the youngster be exposed—
and opt to simply teach the little one
to weave the silk as well as she could weave?
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D.C. Weiser

The Trees at Barbara
for Barb Kerr
Seasoned innocence, decadence
breeds on the glass. You smile,
rise to occasioned mazes offered.
Offer yourself; all things come to pass:
oranges, kaleidoscopes, the sea.
When you say the names, they all
sound the same. The trees at Barbara,
black in glory, never seem to bloom.
Who dusts the trees at Barbara?
If life’s a game, you still have to play it.
To pass: you can have anything you want,
you just can’t keep it.
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Sodïq Oyèkànmí

paper boat

v.
the bullet wound on the wall clock
refuses to heal. here, life is in a loop.
someone is always dying.
iv.
& my brother is dead.
dead.
there’s no euphemism for that. grief is not something
one can ferry with a paper boat for too long. & there’s
always an aperture in every pra yer my mouth chants
towards heaven…
iii.
at 11 / father returns home soulless / he returns as a jacket
/ a ripped jeans / & a bottle of gin//
/ mother becomes
the body /b/ in tomb / silent / so silent she can’t say āmin
to my prayer / asking God to revert everything /everything
He has plucked from us // there is enough rafflesia keithii
growing in our floral garden / as if to tell us that no more
daises no more roses no more lilies no more orchids no
more living beings just corpses corpses corpses corpses!
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ii.
the bullet wound on the wall clock never heals
there’s a boy 2 minutes away from drowning
a poem won’t save him perhaps a poem &
is just another paper boat
sailing away to
nowhere
i.
i rip out all the pictures in the photo album
& make a papier-mâché boat
the colour of whisked rainbow.
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Colleen Alles

At the River

The tall reeds know what they’re doing. My feet
kick the weeds as I slow from a run. I was sure
from a distance the water would still be frozen,
that the white crests in the waves would not
be in motion. But I see now by the banks I got it all
wrong. Mud envelopes the soles of my shoes—
maybe it wants me to stick around—and I think,
I think maybe the hardest part of losing someone
who has been so important for many years is that
this evening, there will be no one to tell this to:
the reeds, the weeds, the water flowing fast now
under bergs of ice—cold, but not cold enough
to stop moving. Even when I have little to say,
just that at the river I found a pretty place to catch
my breath. At the river I found a beautiful place
to be wrong. I wonder if the water is happy
now that it can move on. Even when I have nothing
to say, I still wish for a way you could hear it.
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Alice Campbell Romano

Slough of Despond and the Dictionary

I google for a map of despair. A chart to show
us we are all in the same slough—that’s slau,
rhymes with cow—or more often, it’s slew,
as in, killed, slaughtered. I’m trapped to my hips
in sog, twine of rot, muck, mold of dead trees,
the stink, vines that strangle. Reptiles under the scum.
I see their nostrils. Can’t slough them off. That’s sluff,
the verb. Can’t rise above the bog, leave the
skin behind. That’s sluff, the noun, snakeskin,
the dead tissue I can’t separate from live. It’s
no game, can’t slough a card, all the cards are
discards. Tricks are played on us, on all of us,
light flickers in leaves, deceives, slough defines
by its final entry: to crumble slowly and fall away.
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Alice Campbell Romano

Much Depends on the Needs of Our Years

If given a choice between your eyes or your ears,
say you’re seventeen and drawn to that boy at the docks;
would losing his look, or the voice, bring you closer to tears?
Imagine him, shipside, in a stevedore line of trim buccaneers,
the sheen of his sweat, the brawn of his muscles unloading a box.
If given a choice between your eyes or your ears,
you’ll find much depends on the needs of your years.
You’re seventy now, sidestepping mirrors, squinting at clocks.
Will missing a face, or a voice, bring you closer to tears?
Like paper ricuerdos, mind pictures fade, make poor souvenirs.
But sounds, ahh, sounds, will fly to your heart like wild flocks.
If you’re given a choice between your eyes or your ears,
now hear the lost voice. It’s worth all of your fears
of losing your sight, pecked blind on the rocks.
Would losing his look or his voice bring you closer to tears?
I’d trade all the senses but one, the one so fierce
it stirs the deepest blood, loosens all time’s locks.
If given a choice between my eyes or my ears,
I will choose the lost voice to be closer to tears.
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Vivian Eyre

Hearing Test

My fading ear no longer hears what it’s offered—
like a muffled love song
beneath the drone of a vacuum. What?
Hearing aid offers on eBay—twenty dollars apiece
for a whale’s inner ear bone (previously owned).
Its center hole is no bigger than a mouth
saying: oh no.
Near Boston Harbor, right whales stop
blip/click talking
because hearing thins below the
uba, moop, boom, nizz, the zither
vibes from biologists’ hydrophones,
the throb of ships with liquid fire & fire rock.
Ships of earplugs, voice buds, air pods, circuits boards.
Ships of wings. Ships of wheels, the rev & ro-ro.
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Ships of wanderers, seekers, seers.
Whales give up parsing noisze,
finding love or a meal. Someone offers:
Whales must learn to sing louder.
If the mind hears with its own ear harp,
can we hear the cry of the sea?
A child crying gives away his hiding place,
but a silent child is forgotten.
Glassed-in the museum’s case, the quiet
harpoons, the blue footnotes of deftness.
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Katinka Smit

Two Fingers

Between the sun
and where it’s heading
lies a small amount of
Time,
the thickness of two fingers,
each finger fifteen minutes.
Who learnt that Time
was measurable in the body
as distance?
The Earth knew it.
The Sea knew it.
And Time knew it,
too.
Whose bodies pressed
themselves into service knowing
it was all the skills they’d need?
The Earth knows.
The Sea knows.
And Time knows,
too.
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But bodies don’t exist now
to serve seasons and the pull
of moon tides.
The corporeal past
cascades
towards
oblivion, like
tall ships,
butterflies,
wild grasses,
buffaloes—
like the knowledge once held
in two fingers.
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Maren O. Mitchell

What I Fear Most

As I tiptoe into old age, when I remember to, I shrink
from the possibility of forgetting how it feels to ride a horse
bareback, coast downhill on a bicycle or swim alone
in a mountain lake, but I also shrink from sinking
into memories that recycle, that can’t be erased or suppressed.
I dislike those pre-dawn dawns, off-shoots of insomnia
and the dawns that can’t go back to sleep, and am uneasy
that I use sleep as asylum. I worry about my best poems
not being published and perversely, becoming known
for my best poems. I’m always ambivalent about killing spiders
that can’t harm me and lately, wonder if, in time, I’ll mistake
the caw of crow for the lute of wood thrush. I have a horror
of not seeing humor in everything, death included; and today,
I shiver at the coming of winter, with its quiet, pale fingers,
even as spring emerges and cocoons us, because winter
has always showed up every year, and why should this year
be any different? I obsess that I may misplace the scent of rain,
of basil, of you. I flinch from dying before you, jealous of
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what we would no longer share; from living after you,
without the ultimate comfort of your mind, your voice,
your touch, and tremble that you might forget me
as you rest in your float of new connections
and, no matter the timing, I fear the encroachment of indoor
silence and that I may come to care only for myself,
nothing and nobody else, rotting from within.
I’m afraid I fear so many things that I will never accept
fear as a vital ingredient to the process of breathing.
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Kyle Potvin

Thirty Years Later in the Lobby Bar

Inside, our eyes adjust to dim
coughs from the sconces on the wall.
Golden flickers, like portents, grim
the paneled hall.
Once we were gritty, unafraid,
graffitied beneath our smooth skin.
Now our faces are dried-out suede,
stiff and worn thin
as the cushion on this low chair.
All these years it has held my place.
This seat of palomino hair—
unbridled space.
Beyond the black-paned glass are greens.
Four vines intertwine to form one
curly mass of leaves that hangs, screens
things done, undone
in this rooted room. We drink wine,
order charcuterie and cheese.
We count the polished table’s pine
rings, ancient trees.
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Randel McCraw Helms

And This Is Just to Say

I was saving
Those cold plums
For your mother
In the nursing home
And you’d better
Get some more
Right
Now
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Susan Scheid

Letter to my mother in her absence

Wading into the miasma of morning,
I smell the heat before I feel
its radiant warmth.
Orange balls of light bounce
into the living room,
paint my walls in Dawn.
The time change has shifted my day
so the light appears earlier
and then leaves too soon.
I am in darkness before my work ends,
which makes me feel both sad and tired.
Leaves are late to find their colors this year.
Their neon hues light up like fire in the sun
and are the only brightness at day’s end.
They contrast warm hues against the cool sky.
My dreams have been vivid and very real.
Sometimes they leave my head swimming
in language that I can’t touch.
Last night I heard a voice say
you were born in the afterlife
but I know it isn’t true.
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Otherwise I would be sharing a cup
of Constant Comment tea with you,
instead of leaving the pages of this letter
to blow across the pink granite of your name.
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Ion Corcos

Ten Years

A field full of reeds, dry
like the leaves on a winter tree,
crackles in the wind. It is late,
and a jackdaw, the grey and black of sky,
lands on grass. It picks an insect,
the skin of a frog. The mountains
do not have snow on them yet.
You hold my hand. It has been ten years
since my father died.
A sliver of sun; the rest buried
in a mound, like the white rhinoceros,
less than a photo of a meal.
The frog cannot protest, and I
cannot say anything. I am too old
to understand the times.
I say no; the sky darkens.
A jackdaw is in front of me.
Snow is in the clouds.
A new myth is written, like forgetting
the harsh words of a neighbour.
I understood my father most
when he was fishing off rocks;
the fish he caught gasping for air
in nooks of silver scales.
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Your hand is warm.
The field of reeds turns to rust
as the sky falls in.
It is getting cold; I need gloves.
It is ten years since my father died.
The sun is down;
still the jackdaw picks,
the wind rattles. There is no plastic here.
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Craig Dobson

Roadkill
and what it is that lingers past the point
where everything is absent
—John Burnside
Being nowhere, it’s here:
breeze-nudged, fur’s
diminished architecture;
feathers ruffled, inconsequent,
and nothing to question—
no hurt to understand
that broke all this, wanting
damage worse to ease its own—
just a scavenging unknown,
and waste’s parody
of the quicknesses
we so often miss.
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Kelli Simpson

A Night Bloom

Bird in the belly of a worm.
Blue of a dead man’s dreaming.
Initials in a heart
carved in a hangman’s tree.
A breeze through broken glass
teasing tatters in a suicide’s window.
Home is where there’s horror;
I bloom in unnatural things.
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Helen Nancy Meneilly

on the anniversary of national lockdown

at the window:
vagrant sun
climbs cloudscarred sky.
inside, you try
yoga; spine curled
to a knuckled
digit. you cut nails,
paint nails. nip
a cuticle too
close: red
crescent rises
in the quick.
wash your hands,
start a journal. plant
herbs, clean the kitchen,
scour the tub. wash
hands, pull up
dead herbs. clean
each sink. collect
cardboard, tin cans,
plastic bottles. scour
the tub, pour neat bleach
down drains, wash
hands, soap skirting
boards, scrub walls.
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press paint to cheap
canvas, scour the tub, stay
with the second hand as the clock
runs on, bleach each surface, bleach
the drains, taste the cork in the wine
turn the tv on turn the tv
off cut your own hair at the bathroom
sink bleach the floor every wall cut your own skin’s rind
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Alan Graham

Around the corner

There once was a little girl. called
Charlotte or Emily. And she
lived with her grandmother.
One day
on the white street
she found a red
balloon, stuck and
heavy in the dead
breeze. in the shape
of her,
She
reached out
to take the dangle
-ing cord. and
she wanted it
to take her
away.
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Marek Kulig

Say it’s true

that the Itsy Bitsy Spider never says “die,”
is the eternal climber of the infinite spout,
that true it is too Mother Goose withholds not only how
Baby and Cradle and All wound up on the treetops, but also
how her poor judgment of the wind makes life there perilous.
Couldn’t it be entirely possible then that a root of thunder
startled awake the snoring old man dreaming
merrily of rowing his boat over a placid lake,
and that the subsequent bump to his forehead, wrinkled moat-deep,
merely plopped him supine to drift late into the afternoon.
To better know for sure the hollow places of these rhymes
we crowdsource an event where their actors sit on a panel
before a live studio audience, perhaps in the fashion of a late night
talk show
with those logoed porcelain mugs filled with host-knows-what,
and say in their own words the versions untold by the auteurs.
And if when man, child and arachnid finish hashing it out,
exchange parting pleasantries with the moderator and wave
at the cameras,
we ask, for old time’s sake, that they sing for us, fill the slot
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of the musical guest, will they avert their eyes and smile bashfully,
plunk their hands in their pockets and scuff their feet,
or, if when on stage, join hands, and fall on down like Ashes?
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Susan McLean

Standard Deviation

The art of lying isn’t hard to master.
You aced it even as a child, untaught.
Who doesn’t feel, at heart, like an imposter?
Who hasn’t blamed a dog, a friend, a sister
for minor crimes, to keep from being caught?
The art of lying isn’t hard. To master
awkward impediments, a lie works faster
than truth, and is more likely to be bought.
Who says it does no harm? Like an imposter,
you hope your made-up image passes muster
to save your face. But truth’s a juggernaut.
The art of lying isn’t hard to master,
yet lies you tell yourself grow ever vaster
until you can’t distinguish fact from thought.
Who knows when all will see you’re an imposter,
as lies break up like badly blended plaster
and all your careful whitewash comes to naught?
The art of lying isn’t hard to master,
but there you stand, exposed as an imposter.
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Adrienne Stevenson

Norn

She walks in her sleep. She walks
to the edge of the mountain cliff.
She wakes and looks down. She wakes
looking over the precipice.
Her grief for her loss is great,
weighing down like some dinosaur.
Her grief is ancient but never abates,
heart fragments litter her floor.
The future cannot be seen,
forever out of her hands.
The future, where she is queen
of nothing but broken lands.
Our path may never be clear,
uncertain our every breath.
Our path, hedged about with fear,
twists, turns, stretches onward to death.
Her cousins, the Fates, weave webs
but she crafts no foreboding gates.
Unlike her cousins, she mourns for us
and our unrelenting fate.
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Holly Day

The Mismanagement of Stars

I only know one or two constellations from my night sky
maybe more, but I can’t hardly see any of the stars anymore.
Perhaps a new urban system of star navigation is needed
one that makes allowances for missing stars, disconnected
constellations
perhaps made up of just one or two directional points
the most important ones that are always there.
Perhaps each city will need its own chart, dependent on the level
of light pollution and air pollution blocking out swaths of space
or two or three charts to a region depending on what to expect
of the season
and how much cloud cover to expect.
Most of our constellations were written for sea travel anyway
and not necessarily for new lovers to try to pick out
from the front seat of a car, parked high in the hills
like we are, squinting through the smog we can’t seem to climb
past
no matter how many times you restart the engine
to drive us to a higher point.
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Jesse Keith Butler

The Lonesome Blues

We’ll say the lonesome blues drove us to drive
this distance—Ottawa to Winnipeg.
We’ll say they weighed the heart that weighed the leg
that weighed the gas, through hour twenty-five.
We’ll say we got here, worn-down, but alive,
then couldn’t stay. We’ll keep our reasons vague:
we don’t commit for fear we might renege.
We’ll say we just weren’t ready to arrive.
And silence will then settle like a bruise
upon our past. But now, as dusk descends
in seeping indigo, it frees two friends
from loss, from love, from all we fear to lose.
We flicker, as the highway shifts and bends,
then turn and blur into the lonesome blues.
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Michael Chin

Marmalade

A daydreamer who fills in details
and lets bad plots unravel
free,
I’ve found importance in
replaying memories
to keep them
true.
The way the marmalade streetlight
glow and oak tree shadows
competed for purchase on her cheek
my hand on her cheek
and hip
first kiss outside my car
outside her apartment.
The citrus smell left behind on the tank top
she borrowed to sleep in
another night.
I compelled myself to wash it days later
before it shifted from sweet memory
to something unhealthy to hold onto.
The tire tread wearing thin,
the car sliding,
instead of following the black curve of road.
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The clash of bumper against concrete median,
headlight fractured
but quiet then. Alone on the entrance ramp,
I decided I could only linger so long
and drove home.
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Terri Kirby Erickson

Laundry Day

On laundry day, they worked as a team. Trudging
up and down the basement stairs, my mother and
father took turns carting baskets of dirty clothes to
the washer and clean clothes from the dryer, doing
their best to avoid stepping on their ancient cat. She
liked to loll and stretch in front of the basement door
where sunlight from the kitchen fell just so across
the hallway floor, her body creating a trip hazard for
my father whose eyesight was slowly failing. Still,
Dad did his part which, over the years, changed to
folding rather than washing, at the insistence of my
mother. He would lift their dryer-warmed clothes,
crackling with static, and fold each piece with near
military precision—but also with tenderness when
it came to my mother’s pants and shirts and gowns,
as if it were her skin he was touching, but could no
longer see. And she, in turn, took on the bulk of the
labor until washing clothes became less a chore and
more a ritual of love—one for the other—the two
of them as close on laundry day and every day, as
a pair of clean socks bound together in a drawer.
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Dianna MacKinnon Henning

Hyphen & Exclamation

Friends kiss goodbye in our front yard.
She leans into him a tad.
All day, oak leaves whisper such delight,
and birds drive their wings to feeders
where we’d put out sunflower seeds,
dried corn. Everything shivers with joy
witnessing a couple’s embrace.
And even though I’m dressed in years,
my hem tawdry, shirt collar torn,
I cannot help being captive to such
couples, their hearts intact, his hand
a new-made bridge in the whispering wind.
Who looks back when one drives off,
the rearview holding its sendoff?
I think each goodbye is prep for the last
closing of the world. If so, I’ll say
mine was the life of hyphen and exclamation.
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Dana Knott

Highgate Cemetery
Also to the memory of Elizabeth Eleanor,
wife of the elder son Dante Gabriel Rossetti,
who died February 11th 1862, aged 30.
—Inscription, Rossetti family plot, Highgate Cemetery
I am the suicide in the Christian churchyard,
the pathetic lover, the shameful addict.
I am the interloper among dead Rossettis,
the ragged red wolf among the flock.
Against each waxy cheek sits a black book
like a raven, one the Bible with its gilt edges,
the other, his poems, sustenance for the soul,
sustenance for the worms. In quiet decay,
my body rests in peace. My spirit, untethered
and restless, drifts like fog along London streets,
through the keyhole, and down dark hallways,
to his door. Each night I stand at the foot of his bed.
Before he died, he said, “Let me not on any account
be buried at Highgate,” refusing to sleep by my side.
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Mignon Ariel King

Totes

The first cloth lugger, brown corduroy, too-many-pockets bag,
during fringed poncho days, made me feel like a grown lady.
I rolled locket dollies on Kleenex, to add gardenia or rose scent
to practice for the future. Later came a pink messenger bag,
much like an envelope with cardboard compartments. More
hopeful for my future, I spirited home dozens of Valentines.
I idolized Daddy, but not being allowed to talk to boys was
bizarre. All I did from dusk till sleep was play with two boys,
my brothers. So I’d pretend all the cards came from suitors.
Literacy was a turn on. No stupid glass slippers for this girl!
In middle school, I schlepped fat Math and Geography texts
in a black, high-top-sneaker-shaped bag. Other girls had cats
or chimpanzees. Unpopularity was enough monkey weight
for my back. All the teachers had houses. Single. Married.
Fantasies about a backpack full of sandwiches, juices,
water, and chips began. Someday I would draw away days
as an art teacher. On weekends, I’d take all my Wednesdays’
Children on grand hikes. Two decades of incessant queries,
When are you going to settle? creak by. I seal the thick, silver
zipper atop my grey suede tote, boiling inside. Who should
carry a heavy heart for stupid boys she doesn’t get to raise?
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Ralph Earle

The Glass Heart

I attended the wedding
when the leaves fell,
her third, his second.
The wine was smooth
as old wood. I drank
two flutes, knowing
I would wake
jealous in the night,
the glass heart hanging
in the bedroom window.
The heart is every color
and no color. It dazzles.
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Laura Ann Reed

A Shrinking of the Tides

There was a time when sex was everywhere—
these dewy lips of an iris; those erotic
gymnastics of frenzied squirrels.
But now the horizon moves closer,
and the angle of sun casts me in shadow.
It seems I hold January’s diminished light
inside my body.
Through a window I see footprints
on the snow-covered path that leads
to my front door. I go to slip the deadbolt
into place—as if what waits for me
can be deterred.
Most often, we go on,
we shove truth into some dusty corner
of a room we rarely clean until chance
or circumstance intervenes and forces our hand.
I think of that day when I took a walk
in my neighborhood before first light.
On an ill-lit, narrow street a man leaped
from his parked car—like a spark
from a firestorm—and raced
in my direction. I turned and ran.
But his legs were long.
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In an instant he caught up with me.
I howled like a captured wolf. Lights
came on in houses. A door opened;
someone called, Are you okay?
The man, whose hand was on my
arm, backed off.
I flew.
Once home, I slammed the door
and threw myself face down on the rug
where I lay seeing that dark shape
like a bullet speeding toward a bullseye
on a target that was me.
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David W. Landrum

Seascape by Edward Hopper

“Night Hawks” and “Sunday Morning” are the two
paintings art critics (tour guides for the eye)
will talk about. They’ll say that they’re shot through
with something simple to identify:
the numbing loneliness of modern life.
It’s not surprising, then, to come across
Hopper’s seascapes: lighthouses looming white
above the frothy shoreline, rock and moss,
wind-driven breakers, blue sky, beach and sand,
yet in these scenes no children splash and play;
lovers don’t stroll and whisper, hand in hand.
No one, it seems, was on the beach that day;
nature is stark and barren as the town
on Sunday morning when the light pours down.
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Athar C. Pavis

Only Yourself

Even the closest to you ebb to sea.
When they come back it will never be the same—
high tide has taken the last maple tree
already, and eaten away the seam
of granite ledge. You who stood solid there
seem less. The secret is not to mind
and to remember who it was you were
before you left the mariner behind,
cleating the ropes and winching in the main,
waiting a different season to set sail—
everything you were, you can be again
beyond the mainland, where the winds unfurl
unreefed, the longings of a life half-lived.
Go then, hoist up the main to clear the shores,
and when you reach the outer banks, forgive
only yourself, for lives that were not yours.
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Louis Efron

A Play with No Name

Welcome to the theatre of the human mind
In turns pleasant, dark, and tragically unkind
Apparitions delight the space overhead
Scenes, monologues, a production of the dead
Spotlights illuminate well-known players
Dialog floats on complex subtextual layers
Here to console, in a time of need
Exposing dark secrets, a nasty deed
Free to enter or exit the stage at will
An obsolete director, silent and still
An effort to remain of the relevant living
Exhumed costumed puppets, no capacity for giving
Material or weightless vision, a blunt or sharp prop
Blood or like liquid saturates our backdrops
No intermission, curtain call, or applause
Day break dictates a long dramatic pause
A play with no name or ticket or queue
Written, produced, and attended only by you
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Victoria Melekian

No More Lonely White Moon

I’m walking away from
slanted sunlight in empty rooms,
leaving the sad and all
its moody blue, trying out
ooh la la and a leap of leopards,
hogs in yellow slickers, wisps
of birds in wind-driven rain.
I’m playing with oomph
and hootie hoo, writing them
into lines like tiny paper umbrellas
slipped into blended drinks.
I’ve moved on to purple thistle
dotting the hills, strange language
of swampy ponds, a spray of pink
bougainvillea framing my window.
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Brent Short

Night Birds

From behind the woodpile,
somewhere deep in the woods
full of wild honeysuckle fragrance,
where gentle rain fell the night before,
another arpeggio begins hinting at some
distant broken bond of communication:
a ruby-throated cry hidden
among the branches and brush
dispelling all dislocation and darkness.
The thrush, the warbler, the sparrow and wren,
a bird in the heart, all these foolish things,
all these celebrants have a morning song.
No longer in hiding, through the rustle of trees
a frenetic language makes it way,
amazing and bewildering in its multiplicity,
recreating both color and sound: a full repertoire
of tweets, chirps, whistles and keenings,
spontaneous composition, crescendos, solo trills,
phrases full of singsong—the light sharpening
into a bright line across the horizon’s
vast, dark plain, forming itself into daybreak.
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The last lone star dimmed, where it’s hung all night
anticipating that final change, the morning still breathing
sleep, until a first fluttering from the slenderest of reeds,
a simple trance of joy throbbing in the back
of a contracted throat, singing to itself and the open air,
unrestrained, mortally frail, heart inflamed,
breaking free, opened to singing,
singing into the world, a secret that’s no secret:
pain is pain, but joy is joy.
Heralding what’s to come when everything’s
awake allowed to speak, believing before there’s light,
singing the light, a jubilant chatter burst into brightness,
each note iridescent, a modulation of unmixed purity
and sweetness, beginning with the simplest of duets,
distant and harmonious, then a conference,
a full choir of music igniting an orchestrated response,
an open score, enraptured, frenzied, melodic,
weightless, lilting.
We sing what the birds already know.
We sing only what the birds sing first.
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Brett Busang

In Praise of Doing So Much Less
Than We Knew We Could

All dripping faucets are to be put on hold
As tollbooths take a nap against the day.
There won’t be any more fuss about the gold
In our teeth, let alone an urge to pray.
I declare a moratorium on the dismal chatter
We hear when we turn a sour dial.
Let us cease to care about Things That Matter
And try our best not to run a mile.
Let our trash accumulate, as it foils the urge
To blend hygiene with a kind of grudging
Energy that, if sung, would recall a dirge;
Let’s face it; whatever we do is merely drudging.
Today I won’t shut any creaking door, or try to make
Ends that are better off apart commingle.
I’m the swimmer who won’t jump in just any lake
Or point out to a spouse that she ought to be single.
Let’s condemn to-do lists that are never crumpled
And get on board with a cry from within
That everything that’s ironed will soon get rumpled
While what’s now over must, in horror, begin.
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Let’s celebrate the static that’s normally contained
With nothing so much as a dedicated snarl
And hope to honor the wisdom we’ve obtained
From sinking our tedium in a bed of laurel.
If you’ll stop overreaching, I promise you my goals,
Which are too near to want and ask nothing of you;
And, should they overtax our sleeping souls,
They will, without waking, always love you.
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Thomas Allbaugh

Who Uses High School Algebra?

People we meet now don’t solve for X
or the other unknowns, ask for Y or
the silence after 2b. And if I do not tell of your unbalanced
equations now, I do notice and wonder at all we allow.
I wouldn’t have to either, but because I am a teacher I still go here,
to this corner where winds sweep between buildings behind
the library,
the way they did that night I thought I heard you and immediately
thought I heard wrong.
Today your voice isn’t there, as are not simplicity, sympathy,
or even slow rejoinders.
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Jerome Berglund

Haiku

ankle monitor
curfews have Cinderella
quality to them
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Emily Updegraff

Physics Lesson

She’s waited for an empty day,
dull and windy, to fly
her kite at the lakeshore. Collaborating with blue sky
gusts for liftoff. The nylon pressed
between fingers, tension
essential to keep it aloft—
Wednesday’s physics lesson
could explain it. See how you do
not have to understand
something to master it. Her heels
pivot in the wet sand,
arms lengthen and lighten. Her spine
stiffens and coat billows
as she lifts off, her body taut,
tied at four points. Zero
distance between thought and action,
air animates her now,
a string stretched between her sternum
and a point on the ground.
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No struggle. No grades. No parents
who argue. No bling she
can’t afford. Where the air carries
is where she wants to be,
free from approval or reproof,
free to dip anywhere.
Strange how a long thin tether makes
her lift lighter than air.
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Larry Levy

4th Grader

Her mother, she says, is Puerto Rican.
She swears in Spanish, lights candles in church.
She thinks but is not sure that Hanukkah
is about spinning a top and lighting candles.
Her head spins with new ideas.
She does not know any Jewish people.
Well, I reply, you just met one.
Can someone who is not Jewish celebrate Hanukkah?
Can the world have too many kids
trying to light up the darkness?
You go ahead, honey. Eat some honey cake.
Put applesauce on your pancakes.
Sing the blessing I have taught you.
Put your candles in the window.
Make the night around us glow.
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Stephen Schwei

Satellites

We have but one satellite
that we’ve barely bothered to name.
Our moon.
What if we had more?
Imagine the comings and goings,
the interweaving,
complex logistics
of a planet with twelve moons,
or even just two.
We would see rare sightings,
alignments, and events,
confounding the ebb, ebb, more ebb,
and flow of the tides,
the source of a tortured zodiac,
many pearls in the sky
to glow on fresh lovers.
Different size satellites,
various colors and atmospheres,
perhaps some twisting and turning
in strange wobbly orbits,
named for whomever from our past.
We would have a choice
of which to explore first.
A wealth of information
about our universe,
a treasure hunt for life
right in our own backyard.
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As much as I like
the rhythms and patterns
and majesty
of our moon,
I feel slightly cheated,
having missed the dance
of a crowd of satellites
circling this sleepy planet.

Previously published by Wax Poetry & Art and Hidden
Constellation.
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Damaris West

Night Sky Images

The new moon is firelight
on the runner
of a rocking chair.
Andromeda lounges
on a couch while
Cassiopeia reads
a novel, knees
drawn to her chin.
Orion sprawls,
hands behind head
and feet on the fender,
studded belt tight
over replete stomach.
The dogs growl
and twitch in their sleep.
The twins are in bed.
But it only takes focusing
on one star, shining
with science, to drag perception
down a shivering tunnel
from familiar, from myth,
to horror of the unknowable.
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Victor Judge

In the Sixth-and-One-Half Station of the Cross
for Peyton
At the Sixth Station of the Cross,
an umbered Veronica, in resin bas-relief,
curtsies to her Savior and proffers her kerchiefed hands
to wipe the spit and blood
from His passioned brow
before He falls for the second time.
I recite, in genuflection, the syllables
from my molded Lenten boyhood:
By Your Cross, You have redeemed the world.
With head inclined, I walk the devotional aisle
and pass a glass wall—a transparent canvas—
exposing under the March-morning overcast another station—
not cast in resin bas-relief
nor pressed on prayerbook pages
but greyed, in a walled garden sculpted
in late-winter ivy and brick:
a modern Gethsemane
for a fallen finch, victim of the glass,
his stunned body unkerchiefed on concrete,
a half-wall distance from Veronica’s hands,
and no voice to sing a requiem.
My body kneels, without prompt, to the misguided paraclete.
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In this unscripted space of glass and brick,
the grammar of my prayerbook is revised by grace’s detours;
I am in,
not merely at,
the sixth-and one-half station of the Cross—
where bodies collide with walls,
where flesh is softer than resin,
and where the fractions of our stations
are more whole than numbers can count.
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Chad Trevitte

Solaris (1972)

Through years of study, all we really know
about the languid, mesmerizing motion
of this primordial protoplasmic ocean
is that the rhythms of its ebb and flow
have continually failed to show
signs of consciousness, instinct, or emotion,
and that it lacks the slightest earthly notion
of what we think or feel. Yet even so,
its dreamlike mimicry still seems adaptive,
conjuring spirits with unconscious ease
in some blind, sympathetic magic driven
by all the energies that hold us captive:
our fears, regrets, desires, anxieties,
or just our human need to feel forgiven.
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Melinda Giordano

Helmless

The moon traversed the clouds
As silent as a ghost ship.
A lonely barge weaving through the amethyst vapors
In a bellicose, Titanic orbit.
It challenged the heavenly ice
That reflected the pale and barren season,
A phantom bright with secrets
Pitching across the frozen latitudes of the year’s darkest equinox.
Manipulating a course through the Winter Triangle,
Its vagrancy grazing Orion’s arrow
And mocking Canis small and large,
Billowing with stars clinging to her sails like crabs,
It trailed an unseen and broken rigging
That urged the roaming satellite to return
And obey the rules of mystic navigation.
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David Ruekberg

Weaver

And there stands Kalypso, shawl saluting
an empty sea. Cursing Hermes and all his
kin, hers. All the gods. Who struck down
Orion. Now robbing her again. Since that
view, that narrative explains, a tracery
in stone we see as more than accident, a
shred of some design, despite the abyss.
As even in our darkness, godless, we see
a face in fabric, in furnitures of every
room, in shades of trees that wave above
our yards. We twist whispers from nimbus
into credible threads, weave inscrutable
beginnings, ends. Hers. Ours. Now yours.
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around all boroughs, rarely enjoying the amenities and always
working impressively unreliable jobs.
Melinda Giordano is from Los Angeles, California. Her written
pieces have appeared in publications such as Lazuli Literary Group,
Chantwood Magazine, Scheherazade’s Bequest, The Rabbit Hole,
Vine Leaves Literary Journal, and After The Art. Her writing
speculates on the possibility of remarkable things—the secret lives
of the natural world.
Alan Graham is an English teacher and literary studies scholar,
publishing regularly on Beckett, Joyce, and Irish cultural studies in
academic journals, essay collections, and arts publications. He lives
in Dublin with his wife and two children.
Betty Naegele Gundred has enjoyed writing since high school
when she was editor of her school’s literary magazine. Her fiction,
nonfiction, and poetry have appeared in various publications. Betty
lives with her husband in the Sierra Foothills of Northern California
where she enjoys Zumba classes and hiking.
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Randel McCraw Helms is retired from Arizona State University’s
English Department. His recent poems have appeared in such places
as The Orchards, Silkworm, and Blood & Bourbon. His chapbooks
Animal Prayers and I Cry Love! Love! Love! were published by
Kelsay Books in 2020 and 2021.
Bryan Edward Helton is a poet from Georgia. He spent his early
years writing songs and studying theology and philosophy. His work
has appeared in various journals including South Florida Poetry
Journal, Amethyst Review, and Heartwood Literary Magazine.
Robin Helweg-Larsen is the Series Editor of Sampson Low’s
“Potcake Chapbooks: Form in Formless Times.” He blogs at
formalverse.com from his hometown of Governor’s Harbour,
Bahamas.
Dianna MacKinnon Henning taught through CPITS, received
CAC grants and taught poetry workshops through the William
James Association’s Prison Arts Program, including Folsom Prison.
MFA from Vermont College. Publications, in part: MacQueen’s
Quinterly; Artemis Journal; The Adirondack Review; Memoir
Magazine; The Plague Papers, edited by Robbi Nester; Pacific
Poetry and New American Writing. Fourth poetry book
Camaraderie of the Marvelous (Kelsay Books, 2021). Six-time
Pushcart Nominee.
M.G. Herrmann lives in the Appalachian Mountains of western
North Carolina. As a child growing up in a military family, she
traveled all over the world. Currently, she is active in peace
education and has a fondness for hiking and long paved bike trails.
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Bill Howell has five poetry collections, with recent work in
Canadian Literature, Cordite Poetry Review, Event, Naugatuck
River Review, Prairie Fire, and Queen’s Quarterly. Originally from
Halifax, Nova Scotia, Bill was a producer-director at CBC Radio
Drama for three decades. He lives in Toronto.
Victor Judge serves as the assistant dean for academic affairs at
Vanderbilt University Divinity School and as lecturer in literature
and religion. His work has appeared in The Habersham Review.
Jeanne Julian of South Portland, Maine, is author of Like the O in
Hope and two chapbooks. She has poems in Comstock Review,
Kakalak, Poetry Quarterly, Naugatuck River Review, and elsewhere
and is co-winner of Reed Magazine’s Edwin Markham Prize (2019).
She reviews books for The Main Street Rag. www.jeannejulian.com.
Mignon Ariel King was born in Boston, Massachusett. An alumna
of Simmons University who isdentifies as a womanist, she worked
for a few decades as a database assistant by day and an adjunct
English instructor by night. In 2011, King created Hidden Charm
Press in memory of her mother. She founded Tell-Tale Chapbooks
in 2013. Find her work at MakingBooksRock.wordpress.com.
Dana Knott’s writing has appeared in The American Journal of
Poetry, Parhelion, Ethel Zine, FERAL, and Rejection Letters.
Currently, she works as an academic library director in Ohio and is
the editor of tiny wren lit. Follow her on Twitter at @dana_a_knott.
Marek Kulig is a Polish-born writer who immigrated to the U.S. in
1992. His poems and translations were published or are about to be
published in Spire Light, The Under Review, Seneca Review, Cagibi,
National Translation Month, and elsewhere.
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Laurie Kuntz published two poetry collections, The Moon Over My
Mother’s House (Finishing Line Press) and Somewhere in the Telling
(Mellen Press); and two chapbooks, Simple Gestures (Texas
Review) and Women at the Onsen (Blue Light Press). Her poetry
was nominated for a Pushcart Prize and Best of the Net. Visit her
website: lauriekuntz.myportfolio.com/home-1.
David W. Landrum lives and writes in Grand Rapids, Michigan.
His poems have appeared widely in journals in the US, UK, Canada,
Australia, and in English-language journals in Israel, India, Hong
Kong, Singapore, and Nepal.
Peggy Landsman is the author of two poetry chapbooks, Our
Words, Our Worlds (Kelsay Books) and To-wit To-woo (Foothills
Publishing). Her work has been widely published in journals. She
lives in Florida where she swims in the warm Atlantic Ocean every
chance she gets. Visit peggylandsman.wordpress.com.
Ron Lauderbach writes poems that preserve memories, tell stories,
and entertain. He approaches life with a sense of humor and is
pleased when his readers smile. He has an MFA poetry from SDSU,
and his work has appeared in several journals and newspapers. He
is grateful for his long life.
Brenda Kay Ledford is a member of North Carolina Writer’s
Network. Her work has appeared in many journals. Kelsay Books
published her books Redplank House and Reagan’s Romps, which
won the 2022 Children’s Book Award (NC Society of Historians).
Larry Levy’s poems have appeared in The Virginia Quarterly
Review, Third Wednesday, South Carolina Review, and elsewhere.
His most recent poetry collection is Blessed Arrangement
(Atmosphere Press, 2021). Larry and his wife Cheryl live in
Midland, Michigan, where they direct plays for community theaters.
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Grace Massey has a BA from Smith College and an MA in English
from Boston University. Her poetry combines careful observation
with lyricism and often focuses on themes of family and loss. She
has been recently published in Thimble, Amethyst Review, Front
Porch Review, and Vita Brevis. Grace is a retired editor who spends
her time writing, taking ballet classes, and socializing shelter cats.
Susan McLean, a retired English professor from Southwest
Minnesota State University, has published two poetry books, The
Best Disguise and The Whetstone Misses the Knife, and one book of
translations of Martial’s Latin poems, Selected Epigrams. She lives
in Iowa City, Iowa.
Victoria Melekian lives in Carlsbad, California. Her poems and
stories have been published in various anthologies. She has been
nominated for a Pushcart Prize and has twice won a San Diego Book
award. For more, visit victoriamelekian.com.
Helen Nancy Meneilly lives in Belfast and is currently working
towards her MA in Creative Writing. Her work is forthcoming from
Eunoia Review, The MetaWorker, and Bullshit Lit. Previously
published in Autumn Sky Poetry Daily, Antonym Mag, and others.
Maren O. Mitchell’s poems appear in The Antigonish Review,
Poetry East, Comstock Review, Hotel Amerika, and Tar River
Poetry. Three poems have been nominated for the Pushcart Prize.
Her chapbook, In my next life I plan…, is forthcoming from dancing
girl press. She lives with her husband in Appalachia.
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Miles David Moore’s third full-length book of poetry, Man on
Terrace with Wine, was published by Kelsay Books in 2020. He
founded the IOTA poetry series in Arlington, VA, which he hosted
from 1994 until its end in 2017. From 2002 to 2009, he was on the
board of directors of The Word Works. He contributes a monthly
film column to the online arts magazine Scene4.
JBMulligan has had more than 1,100 poems and stories published
over the last 45 years, as well as two chapbooks, two e-books, and
appearances in more than a dozen anthologies.
Sodïq Oyèkànmí is a 22-year-old genre-bending writer from West
Africa. He is a florist, librarian, and thespian. He co-judged the
AKUKỌ Inaugural Literary Competition [Poetry] alongside Rosed
Serrano. A 2019 Best of the Net Nominee with works published/
forthcoming in Poetry Wales, trampset, Olney Magazine, Brittle
Paper, Agbowó, and elsewhere, he tweets @sodiqoyekan.
Christian Paulisich is an undergraduate student at Johns Hopkins
University. He lives in Baltimore, Maryland but is originally from
the Bay Area, California. His poems appear in Monterey Poetry
Review and Beltway Poetry Quarterly.
Mary Paulson’s writing has appeared in multiple publications, most
recently in The Metaworker, Months to Years, Chronogram, Pine
Hills Review, Backchannels, Discretionary Love, A Thin Slice of
Anxiety, and Poetica Review. Her debut chapbook, Paint the Window
Open, was published by Kelsay Books in 2021.
Athar C. Pavis lives both in Maine and in France where she has
worked at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and at the Sorbonne. Her
poems have appeared in Five Points, Lyric, Able Muse, Measure,
Slant, and The Comstock Review, among others. A collection of her
poems entitled Pulled Pork will be published in the Spring of 2023.
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Darrell Petska is a retired university editor and Pushcart Prize
nominee. His poetry and fiction can be found in 3rd Wednesday
Magazine, First Literary Review–East, Verse Virtual, Loch Raven
Review, and widely elsewhere (conservancies.wordpress.com). A
father of five and grandfather of six, he lives near Madison,
Wisconsin, with his wife of more than 50 years.
Karen Poppy has work published in numerous literary journals,
magazines, and anthologies. Her chapbooks Crack Open/
Emergency (2020) and Our Own Beautiful Brutality (2021) are both
published by Finishing Line Press. Her chapbook Every Possible
Thing is published by Homestead Lighthouse Press (2020). An
attorney licensed in California and Texas, Karen Poppy lives in the
San Francisco Bay Area.
Kyle Potvin’s debut full-length poetry collection is Loosen
(Hobblebush Books, 2021). Her chapbook, Sound Travels on Water,
won the Jean Pedrick Chapbook Award. She’s a two-time finalist for
the Howard Nemerov Sonnet Award. Poems have appeared in
Bellevue Literary Review, Tar River Poetry, Rattle, Ecotone, and The
New York Times.
Laura Ann Reed’s work has been anthologized in How To Love the
World: Poems of Gratitude and Hope and has appeared or is
forthcoming in MacQueen’s Quinterly, The Ekphrastic Review, and
Willawaw, among other journals. She is presently working on the
manuscript for her first collection.
Bill Richardson is Emeritus Professor in Spanish at the National
University of Ireland Galway. Poems of his have been published in
Irish newspapers, as well as in Atrium, The Galway Review, Vox
Galvia, The Seventh Quarry, Amethyst Review, The Stony Thursday
Book, and the Fish Anthology 2020.
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Native New Yorker Alice Campbell Romano lived in Italy where
she adapted Italian movie scripts into English. After decades in Los
Angeles—with her dashing Italian movie-making husband—she
came home at last and hones poems at the Hudson Valley Writers’
Center. Her work appears online and in print journals.
David Ruekberg (MFA, Warren Wilson) is a poet, teacher, and
climate activist in Rochester, NY. Poems have appeared in Barrow
Street, Borderlands, Cimarron Review, Lake Effect, and elsewhere.
His books include Where Is the River Called Pishon? (Kelsay
Books, 2018) and Hour of the Green Light (FutureCycle Press,
2021). Please visit poetry.ruekberg.com.
Cheryl Sadowski writes essays and reviews from Northern
Virginia. Her writing explores the plain weave of everyday life with
landscape, literature, and art. Works have appeared in Vita Poetica,
The Broadkill Review, EcoTheo Review, After the Art, and the Bay
to Ocean Anthology. She is on Instagram and Twitter
@cherylsadowski.
Susan Scheid lives and writes in Washington, DC. She has one
book, After Enchantment, inspired by fairytales. She is published in
several journals. Her work is also included in two anthologies:
Poetic Art and Enchantment of the Ordinary. Susan serves on the
Board of Directors for Split This Rock.
Stephen Schwei is a Pushcart-nominated, published poet with
Wisconsin roots, now living in Houston. A gay man with three
grown children and four wonderful grandchildren, he can be a mass
of contradictions. Please visit www.stephenschwei.com.
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Brent Short lives and works in Kansas City, Missouri. His poetry
chapbook, The Properties of Light was published in 2015 by Green
Rabbit Press. His poetry has appeared in Eads Bridge Literary
Review, Sandhill Review, Tar River Poetry, and The Windhover.
Kelli Simpson is a mother and poet living in Norman, Oklahoma.
She has had poems published in Bewildering Stories, One Art Poetry
Journal, Gyroscope Review, Lamplit Underground, and elsewhere.
Once upon a time, she fronted a very loud rock-n-roll band.
Matthew Sisson’s poetry has appeared in journals ranging from the
Harvard Review Online to JAMA: The Journal of the American
Medical Association. He has been nominated for a Pushcart Prize
and read his work on NPR’s “On Point.” His first book, Please, Call
Me Moby, was published by the Pecan Grove Press.
Katinka Smit is a slow poet. She believes that poetry should be
accessible and magical, even when it tells the ugliest truth. Or maybe
especially then. She mentors young performance poets, is one
herself, and occasionally her work appears in print (Northerly,
Coastlines (Australia), 100 Love Letters (Philippines)).
Lucas Smith is a poet and writer from California and Australia. He
is the Editor in-Chief at Bonfire Books in Melbourne.
Adrienne Stevenson lives in Ottawa, Ontario. A retired forensic
scientist, she writes poetry, fiction, and creative nonfiction. When
not writing, she tends a large garden. Her poetry has been widely
published in print and online journals and anthologies, most recently
in Black Bough, Paddler Press, and the BeZine.
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Chad Trevitte is a writer from Harrisonburg, Virginia. His poetry
has appeared in 14x14, Lucid Rhythms, The Raintown Review, and
Snakeskin. He recently won second place in the modern category of
the 2021 Helen Schaible International Sonnet Contest, which will
be featuring its contest winners in the Spring 2022 edition of
THINK: A Journal of Poetry, Fiction, and Essays.
Emily Updegraff lives near Chicago with her family and their dog,
Coco. She has published or upcoming poems in Third Wednesday,
Great Lakes Review, and Pensive. When she gets home from grocery
shopping, she always regrets not having bought more chocolate.
Alinda Dickinson Wasner is a retired librarian/English teacher and
community city college instructor. Her work has been published in
30+ small press and online journals: Finishing Line Press, Sports
Literate, Wittenberg Review, MacGuffin, Avatar, Ailantus, Comstock
Review, Southward Literary Journal of Cork Ireland, Khorus: A
Greek Anthology of Arts and Dance, and others.
D.C. Weiser is the author of The Song of Strawberry and Angels of
Twilight. He has just finished and is seeking a publisher for a new
collection of poems, Return of the Clamp. He is currently writing a
critical reinterpretation of Bram Stoker’s 1897 Dracula.
Originally from East Anglia, Damaris West spent thirteen years in
Italy before moving to Scotland. Her poetry often reflects her
various home landscapes as well as those of memory and
imagination. She has had poems published in numerous magazines.
One was commended in Poetry Kit’s 9th International Poetry
Competition 2022.
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The Orchards Poetry Journal is a subsidiary of Kelsay Books,
a selective poetry publisher that prints and releases
titles from mid-career and award-winning writers.
We have four imprint companies to accommodate
chapbooks, children’s books, full-length collections,
and formalist poetry.
Open for chapbook and full-length submissions year-round at
www.kelsaybooks.com.
502 S 1040 E, A-119
American Fork, Utah 84003
KelsayBooks.com

